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. This report is 4 sumMative evaluation of thejaculty Evaluation'Project administered

.

by the Southern Regional Education-Board 'ORM with grant support from the Fund for

Improvement of Postaegondary,Education;(FIPSE) It has been prepared by the projecx's

three-member el./aluation.team,,and is,presented in three parts: 1) a description

.of the overall design and data collection procedures employed; 2) a summary of

the evaluation findings; and 3) conclusions reached about the success of faculty'

evaluation strategies in general, and project impacts in particular.

PA*T i; EVALUATION DESIGN

Early in the project (August, 1977)., the evaluation team completed a comprehensive

design for formative.and summative evaluation of the project. As.a result of

leagthy team deliberations, and extensive discussion with SREB staff, alist of

ten major criterion areas eventually emerged. Taken together, these evaluation

questions provided a focus for the project asseSsment reported here. The ten

c.riterion.areas are couched in terms of the following questions.

1. Has progress been made toward an improved faculty evaluatioti systet? What

have been the chief positive and negative influences?

To what.extent have,project goals been achieved? How have expectation

changed? What have been the major surprises?
$.

3. Who has been involved in the project? What has been the nature,of their

involvement?

4. How useful is the "team approach" in this kind of endeavor? How are team

'members viewed on campus?

:91!



How has SREB helped or hindered progress? Where would the institu ion be

Without participation in the project?

Are there any project "spinoffs" on campus (e.g., faculty.jevelopment

'activities, contacts with other schools, increased campus visibility)?

Wbat is the,campus "mood" with regard to faculty evaluation? By' what

factions are these feelings held? Wbat accourts for them?

What is the likelihood of, permanent changes in faculty evaluation procedures?

Wbat has to happen to insure such changes?

What has been learned about faculty evaluation Its relationship to
:4

faculty decelopment? To student learning?

10. Have FIPSE's and SREB'a,investMents been worthwhile overall?

In order to answer these questions, eValuative data were needed from a .

variety of sources. Specifically, the'evaluation design called for the following:

.
.

1. ,Evalualtion of each project activity (conferences, consultation visits, etc.
,

by participan s, to determine how well the activity accomplished its

objectives;

)

4. Development of a "portfolio" by team members at each.institution, containing

all relevant documentation relat)Ing to progress toward institutional (and

project) goals;

Data collected by evaluation team 'members themselves: conference 'valuations

Anterviews with project team members, SREB staff visits to participatin.g

institutions, and evaluation site visit reports; and

4. 'Interim and final progress reports from each institLution in the project.



'During the course of the project, the evaluation team has been intricately

. Involved (on a rotating basis) in the evaluation of each project activity, and

has provided routine feedback through reports to SUS staff. li addition,

members of the evaluation team have maintained an on-going informal,cantact

SRES staff and have met With the pr*oject Task Force (once each year) to

provide formative and summative information on the project..

Data Collection Instruments

Semi7annual workshoys. .011n a rotating basis, two members of the evaluation

team attended each of the project-sponsored workshops. Attendance at those

meetings allowed the evaluation team to observe the level of interest generated

in the project, to report 'the nature and, scope of evaluation activitie4 to project

participants, and to assess the relevance of workshop materials and activities.

4p evaluation form was developed by the evaluation team to assess the eff ctiveness

of these workshops.

Interviews with representatives from participatint institutions. In con-.

-jmnction with the semi-annual workshops, the evaluation team conducted interviews

'with a representative ("cOntact person") from each participating institution during

the second year of the project; An interview schedule was developed by the

evaluation team and interview reports were shared with SREB staff,

Evaluation of consultant visits. Following each visit by an SREB-sponsored

consultant to one of the 30 project schools, botti the consultant and campus team

members completed an evaluation form. The consultant was asked to indicate and

rate accomplishment of personal objectives, note critical events, and evaluate

1



the team's progress. Team members were,asked,to indicate and rate accomplishment

of their objectives, note critieal event, and rate the consultant's skills and

helpfulness.'

Samples of evaluation forms used to collect all of the above data are pro-

vided in the Appendix.

Site visits. During the final'months of the project, the *evaluation team

conducted site visits at 15 institutions. Each evaluator visited five colleges.

Since stratified random sampling procedures were employed, the institutions

selected were diversq, not only in size and location, but also in the types of

faculty evaluation procedures undergoing development. ,The table below shows

some of this diversity.

Institution Public Private Xotal
,

Two-year 4 1 5

Baccalaureate 2 1 3

Masters 2 2 4

Doctoral 3 0 3

en.

TOTAL 11 4 15

purposes of these site visits were to get a first-hand vlew of projects on
,

tampo.s and to diacuss project activities with administrators, project team

members, faculty leaders, and other faculty members.

The campus visits lasted one day each. In preparation for each visit the

evaluator read the college's portfolio supplied by SREB. These' portfolios

contained the following pieces of information: 1) institutional background

informatign, including the nattlre of the institution's faculty evaluation

,*



policies and prOcedures prior to the Faculty Evaluation Project 2) consultant

and workshop evaluations by the campus teammembers and the consultants,
0

3) progress reports and 4) information on other critical events and activities

that had occurred throughout the project. The evaluator's actual on-site

activity consisted of a series of interviews, including in most cases conver-

sations with each of the following:

The SREB campus team
The chief academic officer
The president or chancellor
A. group of three or four faculty leaders (e.g., Faculty Semite President,

Chairman of Promotion and.Teuure Committee, Union President, etc.)
A group of four or five faculty members representing "opinion leaders"

among the faculty but unconnected with the project.

In order to permit attention to significant interinstitutional differences,

no standard form was developed in advance for use with each intervie4. Questions

relating to each of the'ten major criterion areas were asked throughout the

da9, however, and site visit reports followed a format consistent with these

criteria. Site visit reports were shared with the on-campus team leaders for

their reaction and correction of factual errors. In the few cases where a dispute

over interpretation arose, further discussion bccurred between the evaluator and

the campus team in an attempt to resolve their differences.

Preparation oi Final Evaluation Report

Prior to the evaluation team's final meeting in April, 1979, each evaluation

team member reviewed five additional SREB portfolios on colleges that had not

been selected for evaluation site visits. This meant Oat each evaluator had

a fairly good grasp of the impact of the project on ten different colleges when

the team met to prepare this summative evaluation. (In addition to reviewing'



each 'college's portfolio prior to, the,April meetig 'the evaluation ,team re-
. .

,

viewed ammmaries of .the interviews th*t.10tere held 'during the July 1978 and"
January 1979 workshops.)

By the time of the Mori]. 1979 meeting, the evaluatioe team as a wbele was

very familiar with the naLure and extent of activity on each of 4he 30 project

college campusas. In that April nmeting, the evaluation team 1). reviewed its

perceptions of the impact of the project at each college with SIEB staff,

2) developed a two or three sentence statement deacribing progress anA goal

achievement at each tollege 3) identified the"major positive and negative

. ,

influences for constructive change6 on each campus0Yreviewed 8REB's role in

.the project, and 5) identified colleges that had already achieved some permanence

(implemented new policies and/or procedures in,1918-79),:colleges where permanent
1

changes 41 faculty evaluation .policies and,procedures appeared likely in another

f

year or two, and'colleges where change in the foreeeealCie future seemed unlikely..

The evaluation results and conclusions presented'sin the next two sections are

based on these discussions.

So ss



Evaluation findings are reported here in five parts: a) progress and goal

achievement:10f prospects for periganent impact of new or revised faculty evalu-

ation procedures on campus; c) majortfactors responsible for progress (or lack

thereof) d) the role and influence of SUB; and e) lessons learned by the 30

colleges as a function of project participation. These five areas represent a

distillation of the tan major criterion categori4 employed in the overall

project evaluation plan.

Progress and Goal Achievement

The 30 participating institutions developed a wide variety of goals dependent it

large measure upon the status of their faculty evaluation program at the beginnini:

of the project. In general, instittional pals for faculty evaluation fell 100

three categories. Fifteen institu4ons had the ambitious goal of developing a new

comprehensive faculty evaluation sytitem from scratch. Nine others, who had already

adopted systematic procedures in some form, planned to modify or "fine tune" th4r

current system, Finally, six colleges aimed to review and assess tbe status guo,,

increase communication about faculty evaluation within the Campus community, and

develop more consistent policies and procedures. The larger institutions in

the projesh tended t6 be among the scnools in this final category.

a. Of the fifteen institutions attempting to develop comprehensive systems, propress

has been variable. 'Five have accomplished their goals in full; i.e., a new system has

been developed, field tested, apOroved, add readied.for full implementation. ,Four hove

developed a new system.that is.currently being pilot-tested; four hive developed yarts,

i



of a system (such as a new student rating form); and two have not progre44ed_fer:

beyond preliminary 'data collection1, such as faculty surveys and interviews.
,

b. Of the.nine institations aiming to "fine tune" their current procedures.

significant progress has .1men made in all but one, although along somewhat different

lines. In several of these schools the main focus of 'attention has been the develop-

ment of a revised studeab rating form; others have concentrated oa tying their.systcm

More closely to faculty development; still.others have used the time to study and

pilot test their procedures and sain greater faculty acceptance for the system. Mc

one school in this group demonstrating a notable lack of progress has suffered from

%poor communication.between faculty and the'administration, resulting in suspicion

about how the results are to be used.

In the eix iastitutioni foc4ing on review of policy, variable progress. has
;

been made. As previously noted, these tended to be the larger school only one

a community college, one is a masters-level institution, and all the rest are uni7e1:-
f

sities. Thus, the development of more consistent policies and adoption of more

standardized campus-wide iastruments is a,more ambitious t4sk than may at first

appear. One of the universities conducted an exhZustive survey of faculty , 3

administrators resulting in majof\policy chances; at another, a proposed plan for

evaluation is currently being considered by the faculty and a new student rating

instrument has been adopted by five of its.six schools, at another, unionized

institution, a new\promotiop rand tenure statement has been proposed; and two sc1ioo13

(including the junior college) havf developed new student rating forms. At the'sixth

institution the project team has played a very low-key,role hy consulting with

individual departments, with little olYserv441eAmpact.

In sumnary, then, with a few exceptions, the institutional teams have made signifievt

progress toward accomplishing their original Coals This prosfess has Perhaps becn



.,.. . .

mist,inpressiVn.in ihabe colleges in the first group who started from"ground;..zero'
c

4..

:for-fiveoi fifteen tehoolstiollsve developed and implemented s:bya'nd pew coOprehetr xe
. . .. . .. . .

. .

_than% of fatulty-evaluation in less than eighteeniimonthe tima, and for ,011`'kept two

of the.other ten to have made signiflicant inioads during this period is*a significant

accomplishment by ist standard. rurther, there are major.pccesses in both of the

other two groups as well. Overall across Ihs_30...pre1ect institutions) observable

C. t-
, traitress toward ima,accomplishment is vijible and,Observable in all but four.

12rApAstai..cis 1...2.trmajmritt japrt.._ic t

k
Despite thisiimpressive record df progresa, a tougher question must be raised: viz.,

6

how likelt is it that the project teams' activity will repult ia permanent. change

faculty evaluation-proceOures? The correspondence between short- .and long-terr

is not perfect; particularly in an area as highlrpolitieized as faeulty.evsIotion,

risk is high that, .for one reason or another, success may be short7lived. The e'v.

team therefore analyzed each of the 35 ivo tutions, searched for evidence" of per--

and sorted 'them into three categories according to their prospects for permanent

The categories were defined as follows. High irobability Institutions were those in

which new policies and kocedures had been developed, pilot-tested,,and implement !

with the full (or nearly full) support of b th faculty and key leministrators. Witun

probability institutions displayed significant progress.to the pilot7test stage, an,!,

were able to provide evidence of adminiptratiVe followthrough and continued work

the team. Low pro6abilitii institutions either: a) were 11,t able to put specific

prposals together by the Spring of 1979, or b)

political barriers decreasing the likelihood'of s cce sful implementation. AccordiTis

to these criteria, 10 institutions fell into th group, 15 into thli Imedie"

group, and 5 into the "low" group. The table on c-lowing page indicates the statis-

tical relationship be w en probability of permanent.impact and.orginal team goals:

d significant administrative or



Team Goals

Develop ney system

tnne" current ,system

'Develop consistent policiei

Total

Proaliecte fot Permanence
Medium Low Total

7 5 3 15

3 5 1

0 5 1

10 15 5 30

*;$

square(X2) 5.50; p4(.25

There appears to be very little relationship between,the nature of teams' original

-'expectations (goals) and their long-term prOspects: one dcesnOt predict the'other

to a significant degree. Schools intending,to develop-A completely new system werc

just as likely to achieVe a "permanent impact" stems as 'schools with less compre-

hensive goals. Another relationship worth examining is that between assessed perms-
.

neuce and ,trze of institution:

Prospects for Permapence
Institution Type High, Medium Total.1
'Dem:year 5 3 1 9

Baccalaureate .2 4 0 .6

Masters 3 3 4 lb

Doctoral 0 5 0 5

Total 10 15 5 30

,Ch1 square (X ) 10.04; 11(...15
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Here the relationship appears somewhat strongert although still not staAstically

dignificant. There is seme tendency for the 2-year colleges to have better prospects

for long-term change than other types of institutions, and for more of the Nasters"

.46

inst1tution to be in the 'low" group'than might be expected. All the some, the

type of institution and the nature of goals selected at that institution appear

to be only s4eak explanatory factors, at best. Other Characteristics played a much

more significant role as predictors of success, as explained in the next section of

this report.

Major Factors Responsible for Progress

While sifting through the evidente of progress from the 10 institutions, including

reports from team members consultants, and SREB staff, and data collected from tilt'

15 evaluation site visits, the evaluation team looked for common themes that see.1L

to discriminate the/most-successful from the least-successful projects: When finding

a characteristic Common to the "high probability" institutions, for example, "medium"

:or "law" institutions were examined for the lack of that;characteristic. Seven such

factors emerge.d from the analysis, Together they go a long Oay 'towards defining the

elemente necessary t,o insure successful development and impledentation of faculty

evaluatiou procedures, at least in these 30 colleges. The seven characteristics are

listed and defined below, in roughly descending order of importance.

1. Active support and involvement of top-level administrators. The influence of

this factor is remarkably pervasive, and in-fact far outdistances all others in

importance. Project institutIons at which the president or ac.Ademic vice- resi-

Aent early voiced their support, strongly communicated a sense'of need for

change, and actively participated in the development ofHthe new system were,

without exception., the institutions in the "high probability" group. Likewisa,

4
instituti9ns characterized by a seemingly apathetic administration fell, again



pwithoUt exception, into thit "low probabilit " SrouP. So pronounced was
1

the.apparent influencp of this factor thilt even the amount of administrative

suppart correlated almo... "perfectly with the degree of proOct success. Such

support took many forms, ranging from strung presidential directives backed.

up by Hoard or Trustee resolutions, -to the'presence of "line" administrators

as active and working members of the team. At one' college, for example, the

president took every Opportunity at college-wide faculty meetings to indicate

hls full Support of a new faculty Svaluation system. At another institution

the academic dean worked behind the scenes obtaining three years of grant

support so that his administrative staff and faculty could fully-explore new

procedures. The devastating consequences produced by the-lack of top adminis-

trative involvement is exemplified'by, examining one of the "low probability"

schools. Here team members cdnacientiously carried out .their plan with

remarkable inthusiasm; they drew upon SREB resources, enlisted the aid of

. consultants, and .kapt the college faculty. well inforted of, and involved in,

their activities. Their project has suffered, howeviZ, frath only half-

hearted administrative support, and thus slip team has faced au almost insurmount-

able barrier. The importance of both strong and visible Sdministrative support

cannot be overstressed.

2: Faculty involvement throughodt the project.

of all the "high probability" insti tions;

This was another

at each, the team

characteristic

was expanded,

at least temporarily, to include wider representation of the faculty; open

mietings or workshops were held peri ically to.keep faculty informed, and

team members themselves undertook a major responsibility to keep their own

constituente up to date. Finally, in all the "high probability" schools,

feedback from faculty members was solicited and responded tO, both on a formal

and inforMal basis. While, as noted above (point

is no guarantee of success, it clearly appears to

1 5

1), faculty involvement

be a necessary condition.



severil institutions were included in the "madiUM robability ,group,:

by the evaluators even with solid-looking plans', primarily because the level

of faculty involvement had been insufficient to generate confidence that

such plans would last.
4 a.

Faculty trust ix; administration. This factor is, of course, suggesipd by

a combination of factors one and MO, Changes in faculty evaluation pro-
.

cedures were much. more likely to be posit.ively received by faculty when the

administration was viewed as responsive to their interests. Such an attitude

was enhanced when: a) idministrators took an active listening role and

b) faculty input was incorporated into evolving plans.

4. Faeultv dissatisfaction with status quo. This factor, and thebne.f llowing,

nbt be critical to project success on campUs; but they certainly give institutions
r

having such characteristics a useful push forward. Faculty dissatisfaction. '.th.
a

previous evaluation procedures due primarily to perceived invalidity av

unfairness - helped ward off apathy and the usual organizational resistance to

change/ This factor proved most important in those institutions attewpting,to

"fine-tune" an intact system; in contrast, the lack of this Characteristic WS

often a barrier in those colleges attempting to develop something new.

5. ILiLL1111s41_221aast_af_12a121x_Rmdliatim. One reasg, perhaps, why the

community collegesgenerally had an easier time establishing cotprehensive

evaldtion procedures was that ally did not have to deal with the

"why evaluate?" question. Such expectations are clearly understood at the
\

,

time of a faculty member's appointment. In a similar vein, community colleges

also tend to be the newest institutions, and thus have not builtiup academic
N.

and faculty traditicns to the extent of mther institutionsPrAn /atmosphere of

openness and trust in organizational change is easier to culti ate..

I 6

6

:
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Presence of an institutional statement cova*ag.ths.2WmpkjL_aggi..ndot

evaluation. Many of the projects having serious problems were uot operating

under a clear sense of purpose for an evaluation system. At other places,

the formulation of such a policy statemeni appeared to be en event critical

po significant progrees. Atione. institution, for example, clear progress

wss possible only when procedures for evaluation for improvement purposes

("formative") were nharply separated from procedures covering promotion and

teuure Csummative"). At another, the implementation, of. a proposed neeformative

system was delayed by pressures to use .the systim for "sUmmative" purposes.-

Degree of centralized institutional decision making. This point is fairly

self-explqpstory. Consistent po,licies,.and procedures were considerably-'

harder to develop in colleges characterized by decentralized deciSion making

authority (i.e., a concentration of power at the dean and department chair-4i'

man level).

For.the purpose of this project, the above may be considered to be a list of

'readiness factors. 1

Colleges fortunate enough to have most or all of these.factors

stood to gain the most from SREB project involvement 'ahd were able to use project--
. 4

resources to xheir best advantage. SREB's role in facilitating development of

systematic faculty evaluation procedures is assessed in the following secton.

Role of SREB

There is little doubt that SREB.pl

lY

ed a pivotal role in facilitating accomplishment

of institutional objectives. Theivast majority of individual projett teams pointed ta
SREB as a helpful and Critical agent; the most often-mentioned comment was, "We

cou have come as far as we have without SREB involvement." There were scattered

disae ing vcgces, one for example from a college with an already7developed system,

where the team leader complain-ed about the inapprppriateness of conference topics;

( ,..

b t such comments were few and far between
4. i 4
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ease, the most impor ant SUB rolelias also the least substantive. That is,

the mere fact of participapion in a multi-institution project of this sort seeped

to "spotlight" the importance of faculty evaluation aa campus, publicize it as an

issue, and elevate it to a top-priority status. The existence of a two-year project
%

punctuated by periodic conferences helped provide a structure, with goals, activities,

and milestones.- Resultant deadlines helped keep project teams on tradk. Pethaps

most important project participation allowed institutions to take the.time to

'develop a rational structure for deve:opment and implementation; in several cases,

)in fact participation forestalled hasty responses to external pressure from

Beards .ed,!rustees or system administrations.

SREB impact was not entirely symbolic, howeViY. Two important components of the

project -Nvonferences and campus consultants - each- had substantial effects: Ther.

'itimary value of,the three project workshops was the oppOrtunity they afforded caMpus
\

teams to work intensively together with a minimum of distraction, drawing upon SRM
\.

resources a,needed. Interestingly, the actual content of the workshops' as provi4ed

in the formal sessions seewed most valuable to the teams as a means of identifying

possible consultants for later use. One other important effect of,the woSkshops

should be noted. Many times tegin members expressed a feeling of relief and greater

self-eonfi4enee as a result of interacting with people fram other iastitutions finding

that others shared their problems. An implicit goal of the workshops was to allow

, project institutions to share ideas and strategies with one another, and this did not,

happen to a, great extent;,kost teams preferred to work individually, with oceasional

interactipn with workshop staff and cOmmiseration with.colleagues in other institutions.

a.

The effect tilf consultant visits to project campuses was much more tangible. In a

remarkable number of cases, consultant visits proved to tp critical, even watershed,

,ev4ntsr, and were almost universally praised by campus teams. Consultants played a



variety of nalds, all significant. Sometiws they .addressed the faculty

as disinterested outsidere,softening oppOdition, and resistance to change; sometimes

they workeid with department heads and other administrators, training them to use

'new, procedures but most often they concentrated their efforts on work sessions with

the team itself, helping to define options and focus attention on fundamental issues,

Buell as distinctions betwee "formative" and "summative" evaluation and the importance

.

of system flexibility. In many cases,consultants also helped the teams anticipate

problems they were likely to enciaunter - such as logistical arrangements. for a

standardized student rating form - before such problems created delays and frustration.
\-

In looking at the overall impact of SREB across the 30 institutions, the evaluation

team concludedthat at least some of the tah, higb probability" schools \would

probably have made significant progress anyway, without SREB invcavementetheir'

strengths in the seven major ".readiness" factors alone would likely have ca ed

them through. (Even,in these institutions, critical eyents orchestrated by SREB

consultants helped make their work more efficient; and produbtivd,. however). SREB

probably had the greatest impact In those schools building new comprehensive systems.

As suggested earlier, these institutions tendedto make the most progress and the

evidence indicates that the most successful of these utirized SRES resources to the

fullest.

Lessons Learned

4ft

Statements made by campus team members in 4ark6mS self reports during the project and

during interviews with evaluators revealed that poject participants have learned a

great deal in the past two years of work, not only about the mechanies of fac4lty

evaluation systems but also about the process of-i stitutional change. Their comments.

have been clustered into six general t:sem areas.



By far the most frequent comnt made by team members was bows timeconsumil& the

whole process turned out to be.- The implication is that participants discovered
.

how major projects iuch as these require not only a great deal of effort, but

also considerable patience. Other related comments were learnings about the

importance of timing (i.e., fitting the strategy to the inatitctional climate),

and the value of "caution." These statements all reinforce the emphasis SRO has.

given to rational planning, although perhaps more attention 'couldlome been paid
4 61

:in the workshops to the value of small but steady incremental progrpss.

Another class of team comments revolved.around what team members had learned about

their own faculties. In many cases these.dealt with certain myths about faculty

attiiudes that were later proven false. Ail of the following implicit hypotheses ,

about faculty attitudes were later disproved on,at least two campuses: a) faculty

members prefer to evaluate one another (versus having the chairman evaluate them);'

b) faculty members are basically antagonistic to any form of evaluatian; and c)

faculty members are generally well aware of,the system currently used, at their

institution. At the same timel other implicit hypotheses were later supported, such'

as the need for perceived personal impact as a prerequisite for faculty support,

and a generally high faculty interest in (if' notisupport of) student ratings of

instruction.

3. 'Another whole class.of learnings dealt with the politics of organizational change.

Taken as a group, these statements help reinforce the need-for working within'the'

institution's political syste a). "Ofie to one" communication with influential

laculty members is critical to generating wideskead.iupport. b) Faculty evaluation

is easier with a ,genuine administrative commitment. ,c) Faculty members must share

A\sense of need for change. d) Seemingly stmple alterations in instimments or

do'cuments may make a significant psychological difference to, the individual being

evaXuated. e) While faculty tend to. be more interested and acceptant of faculty

evaluation after some experience with it, (they are often reluctant to consider

4-1/



otheeviewpoints once they've invested their time. f) The stattis (bath formal

and informal) .of team members is .just as important as their representatives of

the caheess community, 0 Faculty evaluation won't work if it is simply imposed
.0*

from the "top down"; faculty involvement is 'critical.

. Sever stet ts referred to connection between faculty 'evaluation and develop-

ment, and connections to student learning. Most common was a camient recognizing

the importance of tying these concepts together, but-expressing ftustration that;

a) faculty development programs are difficult to implement without outside funds;

and b) relationships to Atudent learning-are extremely diificult to document

and measure.
4ir

A fifthf43vster of comments contained observations rcarting to problems of instru-

-

P

mentationv primarily that team members realized the limitationirof .quantitative

measurement in some areas,, and the difficulty of achieving a consensus on .

proper weights assigned to evaluative criteria.

The final cluster of statements - sedond in frequency only to those dealing with

time demands - dealt with iearnings about,impilementation and management of,

evaluation systems. Several teams noted some surprise that implementation of

procedures proved to be a more difficult task than the aesign of such procedures.

Others tumid the importance of the chairman's rule in evaluation and the need

.for chairman training in this.area, the need for continued attention to the

distinction between "formative' and "summative" purposes for collecting evaluation

data, and the need for frequent reassessment and evaluation of the new procedures.



The vast majority of pzuject schools (26 out of 30) have 7:ade significant progress

toward accorplishment Of their original goals. In general., institutions with tlie

most ambitious.objectives -(such as building an entirely new evaluation system)

displayed the gre:atest progress. Ten of the 30 indivl,dual projects were judged to

have a "high probabiliy" of long -range impact, fift.e.en others fell into

"moderate probability" category, and five were judged to have only a "low probability"

of long term,suceess.. PKospe-cts for impact appeareionly slightly related to the
type of..institution and the nature of team goals* seven other characteristics,

headed by the level. of support a d involvement by top-level administrators, displayed

much strottget relationships. The role of SREB as a facilitator of inititutional

team goals was hIghly significant. Ulhile much of SREB's impact was symbolic (i.e.4

"spotlighting" faculty evaluation on campus:1'1nd creating a structure for team

members), specific project activities - especially et;mpus visits by SREWsponsored

coisultants - provided heeded input. Finally, project participants appeared'to

learn a grew:deal, not only about faculty evaluation, but also about the politics

of change in.higher education,.
I.

9
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Data.gatheree by the evaluation team heve suggested -e nutber of

eoncluiiona, related not only to the success,pf:the SRO Faculty Evaluation

itelject, but also to rhe.probable success of similar efforts in other settings.

Five such conclusions have emerged from the analysis

1. In order for Aum: faculty evaluation.scheme to work, four major con-

ditions Must be present. These conditions were found in all.ten of the

institutions having the highest probability 'of permanent'project impact, aitd

were generally lacking in the less-succesiful institutions:
S.

a. Strong administrative support either from the institution's

president or chief academic officer.is absplutely necessary if a college

faculty, administrative staff, or board hopes to make changes in this-ares..

Where ,top-level administrative support exists, faculty evalyatiop enjoye,a

high priority, time is freed up to deal with.it, and there dOpears;to be,a

greater congruence between actual and perceived faculty reward structures. In

contrast, lack of administratixe support is related to complaintslabout "lackoof

time" and faculty grumblings about "academic bureaucracies" and "adminAstiaipre,

hidtien motives." This is probably the single most important laCtor in the

entire development and implementatiori process.

b. Full and extensive faculty involvemmt is ,esse tial. Fhculty

members must feel that the system fs theYrs and that they haVe hpd some part in

its-desit.n. Such involvement may be achieved in a variety of ways: expansion

of oncampus teams, frequedt discussion in division or department meetings,,open
'

forums, and pilot tests of new systems with the total faculty participating.



0. Thsre must.hie Mae of expertise that the fcultyau4 adisinis.
tration can draw upon in developing or revising their &yet". This expertise
can come from a variety of sources, both internal and external to the
institution. External resources in the form of consultants play a key role;
the most successful institutionS wire those at which team members were-able. to

specify how a consultant could best complement iheir own strengths.

d. Finally, a generally recogniz.ed need for change in the faculty
evaluation system must exist oe campus. In general this meant the presence

of an unpopular system at the .beginntng of the project. Faculty members must

feel they have something to gain by change; at institutions where faculty
reabers eeemed apathetic or complacent, project.teams generally had trouble

getting'started.

2. The kind of regional, interinstitutional appr ach'used by SREB in this

project warrants consideration as a model for dealing with other major issues

in higher 'education. Twenty-six of 30 project ..teams demonstrated significant

r
progreds in eighteen month's time, and 25 #r these showed at least a moderate

prognosia for permanent impact. A regionally-coordinated effort, with its

confiktences, deadlines, .and reports, provides invaluable outside stimuli tu

the institution, and helps to elevate the status of project activities on

campus. This appeared to be true even of the participating tnatitutions who

would likely have made significant pr gress without_SREB's help._

SREB staff members made =portant contbuans, and were critical to the

success of the project as a whole. They communicated frequently with partici-

pating colleges and theit campUs team leaders. They planned end implemented

workshops for team ofembers f row all 30 schools, and gave, them an opportunity to



work together and get to know.one another. They,heilped colleges select

consultants, while serving as informal 'consultants and catalysts themselves.

In short they kept things moving.

3. Another itportant conclusiori.in1erre4 from the,evaluation data'is that

no one faculty evaluatAon system is neceesarily better than any other. There

was a tremendous diversity of culture, tradition, and norms among the 30 project
0 k

schools, and clearly, what worked at one institution (faculty growth contracts,

for exaMple), would not have worked at another. Campus team members seemed

sensitive to this fact, and there weie few, if any, attempts to borrow whole

systems from other institutfons. Rather, the sharing which took place during

the regiolal cd4rerences tended to be a sharing of common problems and

occasiohally, specic instruments. Successful systems were developed from

#

within, not imported from somewhere else.

4. Masi of the participating colleges appear to.havF made a direct and

visible tie betweeti faculty evalukion and

many forms: career development plAhs, ndw

mentjunds, plans new or upgraded faculty development.offices, 4pd so forth.

facutty development. The ties took

granf 'propopals for faculty develop-

ohm* °Many professionals in the field of faculty development and evpluation have taken

the -position that develOpment and evaluation programs ought to be kept separate.

Observations derived from the project schools, however, suggest that such a

sepnratiOn may not be necessary and may even hiuder the

'an institution's faculty evaluation program. Often the

successful

successful

revision of

accepylnce

.

of a-new or revlsed faculty evaluation system appeared tp be enhanced by an

administrative comtitment to do more in faculty devclopm nt.

5. Most project_participants 'voieL!d an appreciation of the logical

connet ion between faculty evaluation and student learning. But in only one



;inatitution was an, attempt made (even .on a. small scale) -'toftudy the relation-.

ship .empirically. The 30 participating colleges recieved very, assiatance

from .SREB in attempting to make this connection'. -Not many collegeihad reached"
the point of .even..considering:student . learning seriously..as a means of measuring:.

-tiaching effectiveness. Those few, that had were.unable to time further-.

In summary, the Faculty Evaluation .Project has demonstrated that. Significant

results' are achievable with a regional mulfirinstitutional approach at a

reasonably law cost, if four.characteristics (administrative support, faculty

involvement, base of'expertiai and recopized need for change) are present in

the individual institutions. .Without these characteristics, prospects for

success are low, no matter That. SREI,3 does; but if these characteristics are

sufficiently strong, :participation in a multi-institutioikal project like this one

has a great deal to offer.

9",



Southern Iducetion lOcerd
* Iricutor !Mama:Loa Project IT

itAtes EVALTJATI Or CONSULTING V/LIT

The purpwe of-Sthis forg is to give your team an opportunity to convey to
.the SUB Staff and Your'consultant your reactions to and constructive criticism
of the consaltant's work with you. It is intended ,that the completed form repre-

. sent thee coicensus of ihe team.--Please-complete andloalWthis form in-to
'O'Connell, Director, Faculty-tvaluation Project, Southernlegionallducation Board,
130 Sixth Street, N.W., Atlanta,,GA 30313, no later-than two weeke after your con-
sultant's visit.

4

TaA I General Background Informa ion

- 1. Name a your College

42 Name of your consultan

3. Dates of the Zonsultan s Visit

Pi_irtour Objectives

4b.

Directions: Please'list the objectives you had for inviting a consultant to yoyr
campus and then indicate the extent to which these objectives., were wet. '

Response Key: (Circle appropriate iesponse for eaCb Objective.)

1 Not MeV- 2 am Partially Met 3 ,Largely Met Fully Het

Statement of tour Objectiveta)

1.

...111M11

4;

Comments or Additional Objec4ves;

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

4

4

4



A

- part III Czitial Events ultns ant's Visit ^ .
Aron,

Directions: Please describe any criticatevents that occurred during the con-
sultant's visit and indicate whether they-helped or hindered the accomplishment
of the sbove objectives.

Part IV - Anticipated Outcomes

Directions: Lis!t below the outcomes ycu hink can be exliected as a result of
.this consultation visit. .



-Part V - Overall Evaluation of Consultant

DirectiOns: Pleaie evalyate the following characteristfts of' your consultant.

Response Key: x = Unable to 4udge 2 = Poor
1 VetY Páor 3 = Average or Fair

Effective ,interpersonal skills

2. Knowledge of tbe field of Faculty Evaluation

3. Knowledge of the field oi Faculty-Development

4. Knowledge .of the field of Higher Education

5. Problem solving skills

6. Helpfulsess to our team

7. Knowledge of c;ur institution

Comments:

x

.

4 = Very Oood
5 111 Excellent

It

1 2 3 4 5.,

1 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 . '4 5

.1 2 '3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Part VI - General Comments

Directions: Please use this section to give us any additional comments, suggestions,
or observations about your consultant's visit or how this Faculty Evaluation Project

could be more successful.

SIGNATURES OF TEAM MEMBERS:

Thank you for your assistance in completing this .evoluatipn form. Your assistance

is deeply appreciated. Please make a copy of,this completed form for your files
(evaluation portfolio) and then return the form within two weeks afte'r your con-

sultant's visit to: William O'Connell, Director, Faculty Evaluation Project;
Southern Rvional Education Board, 130 Sixth Street, N.W., Atlanta, CA 30313.



Southern Regionaliducation Board
Faculty EvaluatiOn Prolect

% . ,

CONSULTANT'S EVALUATION OF CONSULTATION AND TEAM PROGRESS

The purpose of this form is to give you an opportunity to convey to the SUB
staff and to the project teairyour reactions to and constructive criticism of the
team's work with you. Please complete and mail this form to WIlliam'OtCOnnell,
DireCtor, Faculty Evaluation Project, Southern Regional Education Board, 130 Sixth
Street, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia, 30313, no later than two weeks after your consulting
visit.

A

Part I - General Background Information

1. Your Nana

Name of Coll.(' e Visited

Dates of Consultation Visit'

Part II - Your Oblpctives

Directions: Please list the objectives you had for your consultation visit and
then indicate the extent to whiCh these objectives were met.

Response Key: (Circle appropriate response for eadh objective.)

1 = Not Met 2 = Partially Met 3 = Largely Met 4 so Fully Met

Statement of Your Objective(s)

Commeuts or Additional Objectives:
41.

(Continued on Back),

311

2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 4



a

,

f

Mirections: Please list below any critical events that occurred either prior to
or during yout visit and indidate whether they helped or hindered the accomplish-
sent of the above objectives

41)

4



ON

Part IV - Anticipated Outcomes ss a Result of Your'Vile,,

Directions: ilst below the anticipated.outcoles you think can be expected as 4
xesult of your work with this college and its project te

don.

Part V - Perceived Resources and Strengths/Barriers and Weaknesses

Directions: Please describe briefly any resources or strengths you perceive to
-be helpful in this team's progress to date. Also, similarly describe any
perceived barriers or weaknesses that may be hindering progress.



Part VI - Tour Evaluation of Mum
_

Directions: Please evaluate ths team you worked with on the following items:

Regionse Key: 5 111, Excellent 3 11, Average (A. Fair 1 a Very Poor
4,0'Very Good 2,- Poor x a Unable to Judge

team's programs_ to date

Cohesiveness of the team

.3. Level of communication among team members

4. Quality of interpersonal relationships on
the team

Team's skill in knowing how to use a
consultant

Quality of planning for consultant's visit

7. Use of consultant's time while on campus

8. Team's ability to set objectives

9 Chances that this team will effect signifi-
cant changes in the faculty evaluation system
at their college

10. Team's ability to assess its own progress

Comments:

Part VII - General Comments

Directions: Please use this section to'agive us any other additional comments,
suggestions or observations about your consulting Visit or about how we could
make this Faculty Evaluation Project more successful.

1 2 3 4 5

.1 2 3 4 5

x 1 2 3 4 5

2

x 1 2 3 4 5

x I 2 3 4 .5

x 1 2 3 4 5

x I 2 3 4 5

x 1 2 3 4 5

x 1 2 3 4 5

Date
tionsultant's signature

:.THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE IN COMPLETING THIS EVALUATION FORM. YOUR-ASSISTANCE

IS DEEPLY' APPRECIATED. Please return this completed form sathin tWO Weeks after
your visit to: William O'Connell, Director, Faculty Evaluetion Project, Southern
Regional Education Board 130 Sixth St. , NW Atlanta, GA 3013.



1 4.

(sample form f,rom ope of three workshops)

WORKSHOP FORM A

Name of Institution

SREB FACULTY EVALUATION P JECT, WORKSHOP --- JANUARY 22-24, 1979

EVALUATIM R)RM

The purpose of this form is to give each participant an opportunity to convey
to the workshoP staff and prnlect evaluators his or her reactions to the final pro-
ject workshop. Please leave yout,completed form with,an SREB staff member before
leaving the meeting.

Part I - Your Objectives
(To be Partially Completed During the First Workshop Session)

Directions: We are interested in knowing of.your seecific objectives for this
workshop. Please list your 'objectives at the beginning of the workshop, and
then at the end of the workshop rate how well these objectives were met.

Response Key,: (Circle appropriate response for each objective)

1 Not Met 2 s Partially Met 3 m Largely Met 4 si Fully Met

Statement of your Oblpctive(s)

Comments or Additional Objectives:

34

*1-

1

2 3 4

2

3

(continued on back)



Part II - ,Morkshop Obj eetiyes

Directions: Please indicate how well you think the following workshop objectives
were met, using the same response categories as above (lisNot uet; 4wFally met).

1. Team assessed its progress to date

Team identified ptoblems/barriers and
solutions to same

Team refined its plans,fer improving
faculty evaluation

Team made ,effective use of resource
.consultant(s) at the workshop

Team defined procedutes for gaining final
_acceptance of new or reVised evaluation system,
and for implementing new/revised system

Team gave attention to maintaining momentum and
continuing progress.beyond June 30; 1979

Team/individuals had helpful interactionlwith
workshop participants from Other institutions .

If'so, ft.om which institutions?

Comments:

1 2

1.

1 2

1 2

1 2

'3 4

3

4

Part III - Evaluation- f Resotirces

Directions: Please indicate your overall ratint of each of the foll wing items:

Response Key: 1 Of No Help
2 Of Little Help

3 a Hel.pful

4 Very Helpful

1. Resource consultants 1 2 3 4

2. Workshop resource center (display materials,
message center, contact point) 1 2 3 4

3. SREB staff (as conference facilitators) 1 2 3 4

Comments:



Pert IV - Conference Sessions

mica. workshop sfasion(s) or activity(ies) did you'find the wet useful? Why?

Which session(s), or activity(les) did you,find to he least usefa? ay?

Comments:

4 Part V - Evaluation of Workshop Formai and Arrangements

Directions: In order to hIlp us in the planning of future workshops like this
pne, please indicate your evaluation of, the following aspects of the workshop.

-Response Key:

X = Unable to judge 1 Poor 2 = Fair 3 =-Very Good 4 = Exeel.tent

1. Workshop location X 1 2 3 4

2. Food services X 1 2 3 ,4

3. Workshop physical facilities- X 1 2 4 4

4. Workshop sciedule/agenda X 2 3 4

-

Comments:

Please use the back of this page for additional comments on any aspect of the

wqrkshop and/or prOject format and approach. Alia you.


